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The Willows is able to offer the ultimate experience in accommodation and care using
assistive technology with specialist staff on hand whenever you need them.
Rooms are spacious and fully equipped with some
of the latest technology to provide an enabling
environment. With bi-fold doors to all rooms,
moving in and out of your room gives you access
to the landscaped garden and your own patio area.

Willows
Willows is a stand-alone purpose built unit designed to enable you to receive the support
and care you require in an environment that is supportive and above all, individual.
The Willows has been designed to provide advanced
level care with specialist interests in Spinal injuries,
Rehabilitation and Re-enablement, supporting you
through the duration of your stay.
On entering the Willows you are greeted by a feeling
of space and light this is due to the central atrium, wide
corridors, and the use of natural woods and light colours.

Equipment Key:
Cardiovascular
1. Excite Top
2. Excite Recline
Flexability
3. Anterior
4. Posterior
Functional
5. Kinesis Personal Vision
6. Arke (wall mounted)
7. Parallel Bars
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The bedrooms are fitted with a H-frame track
system enabling minimal handling and maximum
comfort. The large ensuite provides a wet room
with easy access and each room is fitted with an
electric profiling bed and comfort mattress along
with a flat screen TV and Wi-Fi access.

The design of the lounge and
dining areas has incorporated both
practicalities with modern design.
From height adjustable mobile work
tops and flexible cupboard system, to
the base units with sliding components
our café style servery has been
designed to enable you to maintain your
independence while continuing with
your rehabilitation.

Furthermore the lounge area presents a comfortable and pleasant environment
containing a flat screen television with SKY TV, games console and film subscription
to be used for relaxation and entertainment.
The combination of a state of the art gym with highly experienced professionals
including physiotherapists and occupational therapists enables the Willows to
develop and deliver a care package as individual as you are, working with you every
step of the way in achieving your targets to recovery.
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